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OOCL Logistics Work-in-Progress (WIP) Tracking begins from PO acknowledgement and continues until the product 
or shipment is ready to enter the logistics transport chain. Our Podium® based system supports tracking at both order 
and SKU levels and allows for very specific customer defined event monitoring to accommodate many different kinds 
of product line manufacturing processes – from apparel to e-goods OOCL Logistics has your needs covered. 
 
Estimated completion dates are calculated from Earliest / Target Ship Dates and VendorPodium WIP supports replies 
to open questions, in addition to event date displays. WIP status can be accessed anytime online in Podium® and WIP 
Summary Reports are generated daily and sent to you by e-mail, providing instant updates of production status. 
 
Progress summary is provided to advise customers of the latest development of the purchase order. Vendor KPI is 
also available to measure the vendors’ performance in production. With other VendorPodium capabilities in purchase 
order communication and ePacking list, as well as shipment booking, vendor management now becomes more 
reliable, extensive and easy. 
 
WIP tracking services also handle purchase orders with shipments 
managed by logistics companies other than OOCL Logistics so you 
can fully integrate your supply chain visibility. Above all 
VendorPodium WIP is simple, easy-to-use and can be implemented 
quickly at low cost. 
 
VendorPodium WIP benefits 
 

 WIP tracking in a low cost ready to use package 

 Enhance and ensure quality and timely tracking 

 Flexibility enables different degrees of tracking for various types 
of orders 

 WIP statistics offer visibility to areas for supplier process 
improvement 

 Facilitate quick decision making for changes in product supply 
 
WIP Tracking is a PODIUM® product. 
 
Contact your local sales representative today for more details. 

 

 

 

 

 

Work-In-Progress Tracking  

Total transparency into manufacturing level 
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